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Chaos reigns between the Scott and Barde clans in 14th century Scotland. To
end the generation's long feud, King Robert II of Scotland decrees EADEN,
LAIRD SCOTT, and Lady Miriam Barde wed with all haste. When marriage
negotiations break down, King Robert threatens Eaden with the loss of his lands
and title. Forced to take matters into his own hands, the laird kidnaps his bride,
only to find the young woman he mistakenly drags to his marriage bed is not
Laird Barde's daughter, but her lady's companion. MARY MARSH fights for her
freedom from the laird and the unwanted marriage, refusing to accept her new
life as Lady Scott. Realizing his error, Laird Scott develops an attachment to the
feisty young woman he has accidentally married. Can he win her heart and
convince her she is more than just a 'duty' to him? Or will the bond forged
between the lady's companion and the laird be destroyed by secrets and the feud
that will not be laid to rest?
Donna Fetcher’s The Highlander’s Forbidden Bride is the thrilling conclusion of
this exceptional storyteller’s series featuring the rugged, proud, and sexy
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Scotsmen, the Sinclare brothers. Evocatively set in the Highlands of Scotland,
this powerful and stirring tale of vengeance turned to lust and hatred undone by
passion is yet another breathtaking example of what bestseller Patricia Potter
calls Fletcher’s “pure magic.” If you like the manly heroes and strong, sensual
heroines of New York Times bestselling author Catherine Coulter, you’ll love
Donna Fletcher—and especially The Highlander’s Forbidden Bride!
Fate brought them together. Free will binds them.Leif Ivarrson wants nothing
more than to enjoy the comforts of home after sailing for months. When a
neighboring jarl arrives bearing news of a threat to their land and security, Leif
knows there will be no rest for him. Tasked with finding and bringing back this
jarl's niece, Leif departs on a journey that fate designed but he chooses to carry
out.Sigrid Torbensdóttir's visions have been both a gift and a curse since she
was a young girl. Now a woman, Sigrid's position as a seer puts her in danger
when enemies seek to take advantage of her gift for their benefit and to keep her
from saving her family. Sigrid knows she cannot defy fate, and when Leif comes
to her rescue, Leif discovers destiny cannot be ignored. Leif and Sigrid struggle
to reconcile the future the gods have shown her with the shifting fate their
enemies attempt to control. Will a new love survive the tests of war and family?
Can a match created by fate withstand the machinations of man? Viking Glory is
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a steamy historical series that will transport you back to the world of the ancient
Norse with brave heroes and even stronger heroines. The series follows the lives
and loves of five friends. Brother and sister, Leif and Freya, along with their
cousin, Bjorn, and their friends Strian and Tyra sail the seas and conquer hearts.
This is a four book series where each book can be read as a standalone but is
best read as part of the series.
A Buchanan brother finds a love to treasure in this scintillating historical romance
from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands… After escaping from the
English soldiers who attacked her home and imprisoned her in a dungeon, Lady
Elysande de Valance is grateful for the rugged Scots who are escorting her to
safety in the Highlands. Even with danger dogging their every step, she hadn’t
expected to welcome the strong comforting embrace of their leader, Rory
Buchanan. They say he’s a healer, but she finds the heat of his touch does so
much more… Let his brothers get married—Rory is too busy tending to the sick to
be bothered with wooing a bride. But when he is tasked with accompanying a
family friend’s “treasure” to the Highlands, he is surprised to learn the treasure
is a beautiful woman on the run—and even more surprised to discover bruises
hidden by her veil. Rory makes it his mission to tend to her injuries and protect
her, but the thought of losing her makes him realize that perhaps it is his heart
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that is most in need of healing…
When laird Iain MacKinnon's young son is captured by the English, the fierce
Scottish chieftain retaliates in kind, capturing the daughter of his enemy to
bargain for his boy's return. Fiercely loyal to kin, Iain never imagines a father can
deny his child--or that he will become Page FitzSimon's savior.
A passionate, fast-paced new Scottish Highlander romance series from critically
acclaimed author Amanda Forester "RIVETING, DIVERTING...DELIGHTFUL
ROMANCE." -RT Book Reviews, Top Pick, for True Highland Spirit Their
attraction is forbidden All Highland warrior Gavin Patrick wants is to get back to
his native Scotland. But before he can leave the battlefield, he's given a final
mission-escort Lady Marie Colette to her fiancé. Under no circumstances is he to
lay hands on the beautiful, clever-tongued heiress...no matter how desperate the
temptation. Their desire, undeniable Forced to pose as a married couple to make
their escape from France, Gavin and Marie Colette find themselves thrown into
peril...and each other's arms. As the danger mounts, so does their forbidden
passion. But it isn't until Marie Colette is taken from him that Gavin is forced to
decide-is he willing to lose the woman who stole his heart, or will he jeopardize
his honor, defy his promise, and steal her in return? "Vivid, effortless storytelling."
-Publishers Weekly on The Highlander's Heart
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Fans of Outlander will love this sexy Scottish romance about a doctor who falls in
love with a medieval highlander trapped in the modern world. A runaway beauty
finds love in the brawny arms of a handsome stranger... Talented surgeon Libby
Hart is fleeing to Pine Creek, Maine, when her car spins out of control and
crashes into a pond. She is rescued by Michael MacBain, a medieval highlander
trapped in the modern world by a wizard’s spell. Wounded in love once before by
a modern woman, Michael wants nothing to do with Libby, but he can’t resist the
intense desire she stirs within him. Can this proud warrior pledge his heart to a
woman whose secret threatens to change their lives forever?
“Sandra Hill writes stories that tickle the funnybone and touch the heart. Her
books are always fresh, romantic, inventive and hilarious.” —Susan Wiggs, New
York Times bestselling author When John of Hawks Lair meets the voluptuous
lady Viking Ingrith, the stalwart knight soon discovers that his wild side is not as
hidden as he’d always believed, in New York Times and USA Today bestseller
Sandra Hill’s delightful medieval romantic romp, The Viking Takes a Knight.
Much beloved for her ability to blend steamy sensuality with unbridled hilarity,
Sandra Hill is a favorite of historical romance fans who appreciate a sexy love
story told with refreshing originality—and The Viking Takes a Knight is all that and
much more!
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Marian Robertson rescued a child and destroyed her reputation. Now, to keep her family safe,
she must marry the stern, dark-eyed warrior negotiating a truce between their clans—and risk
her heart to protect the truth. Manipulated into marrying the exiled "Robertson Harlot," Duncan,
peacemaker for the MacLerie clan, finds his new wife's courage and spirit make it impossible to
resist her. But will he put his honor at stake to free her from her past—and claim her love
forever?
Northumbria, 867 A.D. Beautiful and courageous, the Lady Elgiva is as great a prize as the
land the Viking conqueror now controls. Earl Wulfrum has taken her home, and now he will
take her—as his unwilling bride. Wulfrum is a legendary warrior, but the strong-willed Elgiva
proves the greatest challenge he has ever faced. Yet her response to his touch tells him she
feels the all-consuming heat as much as he. Their passionate battle can end only one way—in
the marriage bed!
After centuries of conflict, a peace treaty has finally been drawn between the warring Saxons
and Norse — largely due to the wisdom and bravery of the legendary Viking leader Wolf
Hakonson and the noble warrior Lord Hawk. Hawk and Wolf each married women from warring
clans to unite the Saxons and Norse. But for all its blessings, the promise of peace will remain
fragile — unless it can be sealed forever by a third and final marriage between these two proud
clans.... Come Back to Me The most feared Viking to come out of the Northlands in a
generation or more, Dragon Hakonson, brother to Lord Wolf and friend to Lord Hawk, hopes to
steal a few days away by himself before entering into an arranged marriage with a Saxon
bride. But instead of tranquillity, Dragon finds intrigue and passion when he has a chance
encounter with a beguiling beauty disguised in boy’s garb. It is clear that the fiery-haired,
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fiercely willed Rycca is running away from something ... or someone. Dragon is determined to
uncover Rycca’s reasons for escape and see her safely to her destination. Yet rather than
surrender herself to Dragon’s care, Rycca dares to defy him, disarm him, and even enchant
him. For Rycca has a secret gift that Dragon cannot see. Stalked by the tragic past, struggling
to fulfill the promise of peace, only when it is too late does Dragon discover the truth: that the
temptress who has stolen his heart is none other than the woman destined to become his
reluctant bride....
In the Highlands of Scotland, honor and loyalty are worth more than life itself. But when a
haunted woman meets a wronged warrior, love will prove more powerful than anything they
have ever known. Isabail Grant has had to be strong all her life. Over the years, she has lost
everyone close to her, and now she’s seeking justice for her brother’s murder. But en route to
Edinburgh to petition the king, she is kidnapped by a fierce warrior—and is shocked to find
herself irresistibly drawn to her captor. Aiden MacCurran is an outlaw. The laird of a small clan,
he’s been falsely accused of killing the king’s courier and stealing the Crown’s property—and
the key to clearing his name and redeeming his clan lies in Isabail’s memories. But Aiden and
Isabail must first weather deceit and treachery before they can find the truth and claim the love
that’s growing between them....
A pact…a bride…a secret never to be told! When Eva MacKay learns her father has bartered her
off to a warrior from a neighboring clan, she has no choice but to run away, taking her dark
secrets with her. Freedom is now within her grasp! Dutiful highlander Rob Mackintosh tracks
down his runaway bride, only to be stunned by the fireworks that erupt between them. For
behind Eva's timid smile lies a headstrong beauty, and Rob knows, no matter what, this
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marriage is going to be full of surprises!
Claire Randall is leading a double life. She has a husband in one century, and a lover in
another... In 1945, Claire Randall, a former combat nurse, is back from the war and reunited
with her husband on a second honeymoon—when she innocently touches a boulder in one of
the ancient stone circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an
"outlander"—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding border clans in the year of our Lord...1743.
Hurled back in time by forces she cannot understand, Claire's destiny in soon inextricably
intertwined with Clan MacKenzie and the forbidden Castle Leoch. She is catapulted without
warning into the intrigues of lairds and spies that may threaten her life ...and shatter her heart.
For here, James Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior, shows her a passion so fierce and a
love so absolute that Claire becomes a woman torn between fidelity and desire...and between
two vastly different men in two irreconcilable lives.
In a world plagued with darkness, she would be his salvation. Linzi risks everything when,
instead of killing the savage Viking lying already half dead on her field, she chooses to save
him. With her brother gone to war and her father ill, she watches over their home and helps the
handsome stranger back to health. Erik never planned to fall in love with the foreign land under
his feet, nor did he think he would ever wake in the arms of a fiery red-haired Scot woman who
won't leave his thoughts. Will passion at the touch of the enemy unravel everything they have
spent their lives building? Fall in love with this Historical Celtic Viking Romance. * There are 3
books in this series. Book 1 will end on a cliff hanger. *Note: this is NOT erotica. It is a
romance and a love story.
She's on the run. He's digging in. When their destinies collide in medieval Scotland, will they
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forge a love for the ages? Afghanistan, 2020. US Army officer Amber Ryan never imagined her
honor would come under fire. Framed for murdering her ex-boyfriend, she flees to Scotland
and hides out in the ruins of Inverlochy Castle. But when a Highland faerie transports her back
in time, she's catapulted into a fierce skirmish fighting alongside a handsome warrior. The
Scottish Highlands, 1308. Rebellious rake Owen Cambel refuses to serve the clan on any
terms but his own. Shocked when he witnesses a gorgeous dark-skinned woman valiantly
battling men in the castle, he risks life and limb to save her, only to lead them both into English
captivity. And as they plot their escape, he loses his heart to the exotic beauty. Though Amber
is careful not to give too much away, she can't help falling for the rugged Scot. But if Owen
tries to protect the lovely lass, one misstep could doom the future of his clan and change the
course of history. Can the unlikely couple conquer their foes and secure a happily-ever-after?
Highlander's Love is the fourth book in the enthralling Called by a Highlander time travel
romance series. If you like sweeping historical novels, interracial passion, and courageous
heroes, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's steamy tale. Buy Highlander's Love to return to the
arms of desire today!

At not quite fifteen, Stefan's father finally let him board the longship, Sja Vinna, to take
part in his first Viking raid. Yet, the battle was not at all what he expected, and he soon
found himself alone and stranded in Scotland. Thirteen-year-old Kannak's situation was
just as grave. Her father deserted them and the only way to survive, she decided, was
to take a husband over her mother's objections. Instead, she found herself hiding a
hated Viking, and that wasn't the only problem - someone was plotting to kill the clan's
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beloved laird. Loved by young adults and baby-boomers alike, this 30 book historical
family saga follows a Scottish highlander clan from the Viking era, through the middle
ages, into the 20th century. From the first love story to the last, we hope you too will
enjoy these tales of courageous men, strong women, fierce clan wars, fun characters,
and perilous struggles to survive.
Get swept away by daring romance in the first novel in the Claimed by the Highlander
series. In the Highlands of Scotland, plays for power are fought without rules, treachery
and intrigue hold court, and, in one woman’s heart, danger stirs as relentlessly as
passion... Wrongfully accused of murder and left to die in a hellish Highland dungeon,
Ana Bisset has lost all hope of freedom. But the beautiful healer’s luck takes an
unexpected turn when a hooded stranger appears as her rescuer. After a harrowing
escape, Ana settles alone in a quiet village where no one knows her past or her
reputation. The last thing she ever expects is to meet her mysterious savior again...
Niall MacCurran is no hero, but a warrior on a dangerous mission to expose a threat to
the realm. After his decision to free Ana, he now realizes that it is he who needs her
help—willing or no—to advance his quest. But his growing feelings for the delicate yet
resilient beauty soon jeopardize their safety—and not even Ana’s healing gifts may be
enough to protect their love, or their lives.
Katherine of York, living in thirteenth century England falls in love with Eric Shipwright,
a mysterious Viking who demands payment of a debt from the past
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He is bound by honor... Eirik is eager to plunder the treasures of the fabled lands to the
west in order to secure the future of his village. The one thing he swears never to do is
claim possession over another human being. But when he journeys across the North
Sea to raid the holy houses of Northumbria, he encounters a dark-haired beauty,
Laurel, who stirs him like no other. When his cruel cousin tries to take Laurel for
himself, Eirik breaks his oath in an attempt to protect her. He claims her as his thrall.
But can he claim her heart, or will Laurel fall prey to the devious schemes of his
enemies? She has the heart of a warrior... Life as an orphan at Whitby Abbey hasn't
been easy, but Laurel refuses to be bested by the backbreaking work and lecherous
advances she must endure. When Viking raiders storm the abbey and take her captive,
her strength may finally fail her-especially when she must face her fear of water at
every turn. But under Eirik's gentle protection, she discovers a deeper bravery within
herself-and a yearning for her golden-haired captor that she shouldn't harbor. Torn
between securing her freedom or giving herself to her Viking master, will fate decide for
her-and rip them apart forever?
"A page–turning, emotional romance, rich in historical details and plot twists." —RT Book
Reviews on Sins of the Highlander, 4 Stars His Duty is to Fulfill Her Every Desire...
Brandr the Far–Traveled has seen the world and a good many of the beautiful women
in it. His bed skills are the stuff of steamy legend, his sword sings death, and he can
call up fire from thin air. No one in a hundred years ever thought he could be enslaved
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through trickery and forced to wear the iron collar of a thrall—least of all him. Until All
She Desires is Him... Katla the Black isn't just called so for her dark, silky hair. His new
mistress has a temper as fierce as a warrior's and a heart as icy as the frozen North.
But inch by delicious inch, Brandr means to make her melt...
At sixteen, Effie Chattan was careful to make only those promises she knew to be
easily kept, but a foolish promise born of exasperation and stubbornness was about to
become her undoing. Forced to leave their land, good friends Ward and Branan led the
MacGreagors north to find a new home, but good land came at a heavy price and one
of them was about to fall victim to Effie's promise. Loved by young adults and babyboomers alike, this 30 book historical family saga follows a Scottish highlander clan
from the Viking era, through the middle ages, into the 20th century. From the first love
story to the last, we hope you too will enjoy these tales of courageous men, strong
women, fierce clan wars, fun characters, and perilous struggles to survive.
A Twist of Fate... When Aestrid Karisson escapes for an afternoon of adventure, she
never suspects to alter her destiny forever. Captured by Veleif Kollsvein and his
fearsome warriors, Aestrid is mistaken as a slave. It isn't until they reach Veleif's
stronghold that her true identity is discovered. A Battle of Wills... Determined to torment
him until he returns her to her home, this vixen wages a personal war with the dark and
dangerous Viking prince. When Veleif's high council decides the two must marry, he
embarks on a campaign of his own. Seduction. Can the wicked heat in Veleif's game of
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temptation melt Aestrid's combative heart? Or will the Viking prince find himself tamed
by his rebellious bride? "One that will please fans of historical romances." -The
Romance Reviews
A bold, seductive laird meets his passionate match in a scintillating Highland romance
from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands Sword fighting, swearing, and
riding astride come naturally to Saidh Buchanan. Simpering and holding her tongue—
definitely not. Raised alongside seven boisterous brothers, Saidh has little interest in
saddling herself with a husband . . . until she glimpses the new Laird MacDonnell
bathing naked in the loch. Though she's far from a proper lady, the brawny Highlander
makes Saidh feel every inch a woman. She has an angel's looks, a warrior's temper,
and seeks out his kisses with wanton eagerness. Little wonder that Greer is intrigued by
his comely guest. When reckless desire overtakes them, he's more than willing to make
an honest woman of her. But Saidh is the target of a hidden enemy, and Greer faces
the battle of his life to safeguard the woman he wants above all others.
Brice Fitzwilliam is finally paid his due: awarded the title and lands of Thaxted, the warrior waits
to claim his promised virgin bride! But Gillian of Thaxted will be no man's prize! She will not
submit to the conquering knight's powerful physique, dark, piercing eyes or the bold way his
arm drapes protectively over her at night…. Brice thought he would pleasure his new wife out of
duty—but it's become a nightly pleasure of his own! Now he risks exposing a chink in his armor
if he succumbs totally to his new bride….
She's lost in the past. He's a powerful Scottish warrior. Can star-crossed love find a future
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between the ages? Search-and-rescue officer Amy MacDougall fears being trapped - both in
small, dark places and in a relationship. But while chaperoning a high school trip to Scotland,
she's forced to confront her claustrophobia to save a student in a castle dungeon. And when a
magical rock in the ruins catapults her through time to 1307 AD, she's alarmed to come face-toface with a handsome Scottish warrior. Highlander Craig Cambel refuses to trust anyone after
the MacDougall clan kidnapped and assaulted his sister. So when he discovers a beautiful
woman in a secret tunnel in the stronghold he's infiltrating, he locks her up to prevent her from
warning the enemy. But when she proves helpful to his people despite being a MacDougall, he
can't stop his icy mistrust melting into desire. As Amy searches for a way back home, she finds
her phobia of commitment fading and falls for the brave Scot. But when Craig learns the
mysterious woman isn't who he thought she was, all his dark doubts reignite. Will the distance
of centuries shatter their hearts forever, or will they give in to destiny and build a happy future?
Highlander's Captive is the enchanting first book in the Called by a Highlander time travel
romance series. If you like courageous warriors, quick-witted heroines, and lush historical
details, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's passionate story. Buy Highlander's Captive to find
love long ago today!
The prophesy must be fulfilled. His orders are clear: launch a raid against England and bring
home the spoils of war. But the prophecy is also clear: General Torben will take a foreign
bride—one who is a seer and healer just like his mother. The eldest princess of England is said
to be just that…a beautiful, charming, and headstrong woman. But he's a Viking army general
and she's an English princess—and one who is already promised to the king of Tara. Two
worlds collide in this epic historical fiction centered on an undeniable chemistry that smolders
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against the odds. Richly written and injected with moments of humor, this action-packed
romantic tale will leave you breathless. Quinn Loftis is the author of twenty novels, including
the USA Today Bestseller Fate and Fury. Books in the Clan Hakon Series: The Viking's
Chosen (February 2018) The Viking's Captive (Winter 2018) The Viking's Consort (Fall 2019)
A battle for power and passion A skilled archer with the heart of a warrior, Gwendolyn of Alvey
has proved herself capable of defending her homeland. But the threat of invasion and her
father’s deathbed wish force her to do the unthinkable: wed Vidar, leader of the enemy. Duty
to form an alliance between two powerful clans binds Vidar to Gwendolyn, but desire tempts
him to distraction. Her nature is to dominate, but he’s determined to seduce her into
submission on the battlefield—and in the bedchamber…
When her wedding is interrupted by a dark-haired stranger who carries her off across the wild
Scottish highlands, Elspeth Stewart must use her gift of the Sight to help her captor save his
clan – and his soul. Original.
"Originally published under the title Timeless" She's swept away to a hidden island paradise
filled with pleasures... and secrets. Abducted from a trade fair by a mysterious warrior, Lady
Avril de Varennes awakens on Asgard Island, an enchanted paradise cloaked in mists and
mystery, kept secret from the world for centuries. Against her will, Avril weds her arrogant
captor, Hauk Valbrand--even as she vows to escape. Hauk believes himself beyond the reach
of love, until his fiery captive bride begins to melt his heart of ice. But soon he must reveal the
stunning truth about Asgard and its people--and Hauk and Avril must choose between love and
honor, duty and desire... now and forever. "An utterly absorbing read! With its richly drawn
characters, powerful conflict and vividly imagined setting, HIS CAPTIVE BRIDE is a romantic
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fantasy lover's dream. When it comes to sweeping, sizzling historical romance, Shelly Thacker
is a shining star!" -"New York Times" bestselling author Lara Adrian "Five hearts (highest
rating). An involving, beautiful story. I thought about the characters often at work, at the
grocery store, in my car-wherever I was until I could get back to the book. A definite keeper."
-TheRomanceReader.com "Powerful. From the very first page you're whisked away to a world
where anything is possible." -"The Atlanta Journal-Constitution" Sizzling paranormal romance
from the bestselling author "Publishers Weekly" hails as "innovative" and "exciting." A fulllength novel of 100,000 words Adult content: explicit love scenes Originally published by Dell
under the title "Timeless" This expanded Author's Preferred Edition paperback includes
additional scenes never before published. The Stolen Brides Series: One falls through time
and finds herself married to a dark stranger... one may never reach her royal wedding if she
can't resist her rugged protector... one is abducted by a mysterious swordsman and swept
away to a secret island paradise. Three regal brides are about to discover that falling in love
with a warrior is the most dangerous adventure of all.
In 999 A.D., a young and naïve Rowan is taken from her family and farm in Kent by the striking
and determined Viking warrior Dreki. Across oceans and foreign lands, the two bond in their
time together as captor and thrall. Upon arrival in Dreki's Norse village, Rowan is gifted to the
Earl and thrown into a life of slavery. Dreki, struggling with the complicated relationship with his
Earl, finds himself unable to stay away from the girl who captured his heart.A story of love and
duty, of mysticism and mythology, in a time when barbarians clashed with Christians, The
Thrall is book one in the saga you have been waiting for.To fill the void left by historical
romances such as Outlander and The Bronze Horseman, dive into a long ago age and follow
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Rowan as she discovers unforeseen gifts within herself on her journey to becoming a Viking.
With the war drums echoing in her ears, and the sharp northern light glinting off the sharpened
swords, Sela stood with trepidation on the shoreline. The dragon ships full of warriors had
come, ready for battle and glory. But it wasn't the threat of conquest that shook Sela to the
core. It was the way her heart responded to the proud face and chiseled body of Vikar Hrutson,
jaarl, leader of the invading force—and Sela's ex-husband!
She's a Highland lady, sworn to become a nun. He's a police detective thrown back in time.
Can a vow of love bring them together across centuries? Scotland, 1310. Abandoned by her
betrothed nine years ago, Highlander Catriona Mackenzie vowed to join a nunnery. Her wish is
about to be granted. Then Tadhg--the man she once loved-reappears, injured and in need of
her healing touch. Scotland, 2021. Oxford police detective James Murray is investigating a
disappearance in Eilean Donan Castle. He's sure there's a logical explanation. But when he
descends to an underground cavern, a magical rock sends him hurtling back through time to
the Middle Ages. Locked in a dark room, James is grateful to be rescued by an angelic blonde.
Until she takes him prisoner. But when Catriona's brother is poisoned, James convinces her to
let him help. With a killer on the loose, James won't leave his Medieval angel unprotected. He
knows she's off-limits-and he'll be leaving soon-but he can't help wanting her. Torn between
her confusing feelings for Tadhg, her intense attraction to James, and her sacred commitment
to God, Catriona finds her life in upheaval. Giving in to the passion that burns between them
would be a sin. But she has the rest of her life to do penance. Highlander's Vow is the sixth
book in the captivating Called by a Highlander time-travel romance series. If you like epic
historical romances, forbidden love, and suspenseful mysteries, Mariah Stone's oppositesPage 17/21
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attract romance will capture your heart and tempt you to sin! Read Highlander's Vow and give
in to passion today!
SHE IS SIN PERSONIFIED… Cursed by past tragedies, notorious Highlander Laird Athdar
MacCallum has devoted himself to leading his people—and has vowed never to marry again.
Until he is utterly disarmed by the innocent beauty in the eyes of Isobel Ruriksdottir… Isobel is
drawn to the vulnerability she senses behind the fearsome facade of the clan chief. But with his
formidable reputation, he is strictly forbidden. Being together can only lead them into danger,
yet the temptation to risk all for their perilous passion is impossible to ignore.
Beset by prophetic dreams since the time she was a child, Elienor knew the Norsemen would
storm Brouillard castle--she saw it in a dream. She saw the death of many. And she saw
him--the golden-haired Viking who would claim her for his prize... Jarl Alarik Tryggvason
sought revenge against the French count for reneging on a bargain; what he got was a darkhaired beauty with violet eyes. Beguiled by her fiery spirit, she arouses him, body and soul...
but in a land full of strife, Alarik risks everything to love the woman whose dreams hold their
future in thrall. Please note: Based on a true story, this novel reflects a sometimes harsh Viking
culture.
Calder MacGerry, laird of an impoverished clan, has resolved to end the bitter feud between
the MacGerrys and Sinclairs. He jumps at Laird Sinclair's offer of marriage to his only
daughter, Katja, to seal the agreement between their clans-only to get more than he bargained
for.Katja's chance to escape her father's harsh treatment appears to be too good to be true.
But becoming Lady of a clan that despises her because she's a Sinclair, doesn't make her life
any easier. When the attacks turn deadly, she fights her way out, making a dangerous
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passage to the Shetland Isles for refuge with her mother's Viking family.Calder and Katja's
marriage, built on mistrust, rushes quickly into disaster. As Calder seeks to repair the damage,
Katja discovers not another enemy, but a husband who pledges a new beginning.
Fearing a forced betrothal with a man known for his cruelty, Heloise Bergeron throws herself
on the mercy of Charles Fawley, Earl of Walton. He believes himself attracted to her younger,
beautiful sister, so what is he doing entertaining thoughts of marriage to the plain, quiet
Heloise? But marry her he does. Returning to England with a convenient wife, who inspires a
very inconvenient desire, Charles is about to discover just how untouched his French bride
really is….
The first rule when you're arranged to marry a gorgeous, dominant Highland lord?Don't, under
any circumstances, no matter how sinfully tempting he is, fall in love....Oops.If I had it my way,
I'd never get married. But then, it's not up to me at all.Because the gruff, muscled, gorgeous
and powerful Highlander Lord Hamish Ballentyne has decided to claim me as his bride.I'm
determined to resist him. He may be beautiful, and dangerously brooding, and carrying around
the shadows of the wars he's fought in. But I will not be some lord's property, and I refuse to be
"his".Except one look into those dark, piercing eyes? One forbidden, pulse-quickening, toecurling touch from his rough, strong hands? I can refuse to belong to him all I want, but the
thing is......I might already be his.He speaks to me like no man ever has. He touches me in
ways I've only dreamed feverishly of. And he promises to take what can only be taken
once.And God help me, I'm ready to give it to him.ALL the trope clichés. Lots of plaid. Wildly
historically inaccurate. More alpha than you can shake a thistle at. Warning: not responsible for
lost or ripped bodices. Reader beware ;).As with all my books, this one is safe, with no
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cheating, and a HEA guaranteed.
First in the Stolen Brides spin-off series! A hero determined to have it all... After losing his
betrothed to a Lowlander, Laird Gabriel MacKinnon is charged with saving her cousin along
with a brood of children from an impenetrable castle. Though, the lady he's been tasked to
protect has been accused of a heinous crime, Gabriel has no fear of her. In fact, he's a little
irritated at the prospect of delivering her to her kin. But this hardened, cold warrior just may find
his heart melting, for the hellion brings out a passionate side he'd thought long buried. A lady
who will stop at nothing to see him fail... Lady Brenna has had more than her share of
hardships and when freedom looks to be on the brink of her horizon, she's not about to let
some moody Highlander take it all away. She'll stop at nothing to keep her children safe-and to
guard her heart-even though the warrior's heated kiss threatens to change every vow she's
ever made and every belief about love she's ever known.
On New Year's Eve, she tumbles 700 years back in time--and into the bed of a darkly
dangerous knight. Sir Gaston de Varennes wanted a docile bride who would fit into his plans
for vengeance and justice, but a trick of time finds him married to a thoroughly modern
American lady who turns his castle, his life, and his heart upside down. Will her desperate
secret tear them apart after only a few bittersweet weeks of stolen passion-or will they conquer
mistrust, treachery, and time itself to discover a love that spans the centuries? Winner of the
National Readers Choice Award: Best Historical Romance of the Year "Irresistible, right down
to the surprise at the end ... One of the best romances of the year." -The Detroit Free Press "A
Desert Isle Keeper. Touching, ingenious ... I love this book. I've read it time after time, and
even if I haven't waited quite long enough between readings to forget all the details, I always
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get drawn back into the story so intensely that I can't put it down. Grade: A (highest rating)."
-Ellen Hestand, All About Romance "Moving, riveting, magical. Forever His is destined to
become an all-time favorite in medieval and time-travel romances." -The Mediaeval Chronicle
A full-length novel of 125,000 words Adult content: explicit love scenes Originally published by
Avon Books The Stolen Brides Series: One falls through time and finds herself married to a
dark stranger ... one may never reach her royal wedding if she can't resist her rugged protector
... one is abducted by a mysterious swordsman and swept away to a secret island paradise.
Three regal brides are about to discover that falling in love with a warrior is the most
dangerous adventure of all.
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